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Designed by Desmond Digby
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CHARACTERS
MRS CUSTANCE
MR CUSTANCE 
MISS DOCKER 
HIRE CAR MAN
TWO FURNITURE REMOVAL MEN 
MAID
MRS LILLIE
MISS DANDO
MATRON
MR WAKEMAN
MRS HIBBLE, Leader of chorus
MRS TOLE
MRS WATMUFF 
MISS PERRY
MRS ANSTRUTHER 
MRS JEBB
YOUNG MRS LILLIE 
TOM LILLIE
MRS PINFOLD 
VIOLET PORTEOUS 
BABY PORTEOUS 
MRS WAKEMAN 
MR LICKISS
MR BLEEKER
MRS BLEEKER 
MR FURZE
MRS FURZE
FIVE CHILDREN 
TWO VOICES
SWAGGIE

SETTING
Sarsaparilla, a fictitious outer suburb of Sydney.
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183

ACT ONE

KITCHEN AT THE CUSTANCES’: A summer evening.
A pleasant room, obviously lived-in. Door R. to rest of house. Door L. to drive. 
Stove against wall R. FORWARD. Sink against wall BACK R. Dinette BACK 
L. Window behind, opening on veranda. Double doors BACK C. open on 
veranda. The CUSTANCES’ veranda room is behind the wall against which the 
dresser stands. Veranda room door, when ajar, is visible from the kitchen. Steps 
from veranda lead down to garden and rows of over life-size tomato vines. The 
light through their spires reaches the kitchen greenish and slightly mysterious.
(Painted, stylised furniture where practicable, and mime whenever possible.)
MRS CUSTANCE is preparing a meal. She is in her forties. An agreeable, 
fresh-looking housewife, rather thin, at times given to seriousness, even anxiety. 
She is standing at the kitchen table. Goes to stove R., opens oven, looks inside, 
returns to table.
ENTER MR CUSTANCE, her husband, L. About 50. A bank teller. Grizzled. 
Nietzschean moustache. Still a fairly active and not unattractive male, although 
he can turn surly. He is carrying his hat and evening paper.
At first CUSTANCES act as though taking each other for granted.

MRS CUSTANCE: (at table, preparing something) You got back. 
MR CUSTANCE: I got back.

He crosses to sofa R.C. Throws hat and paper on it. Starts to take of his coat, 
which he lays on arm of sofa.

MRS CUSTANCE: (preoccupied) Have a good day?
MR CUSTANCE The same.
MRS CUSTANCE (acceptant) It’s often the same.

MR CUSTANCE half turns his shirt sleeves.
(Suddenly remembering) Oh, Ted, I saw an accident! A fellow in a 
little cream car was tossed up against the Dingles’ fence. Oh, 
it was awful! It was one of those lorries. Tip and run. Only it 
was more than tip. The poor fellow was almost a corpse. Mrs 
Dingle was wiping the blood off his face with a towel.
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MR CUSTANCE: (grunts) He’ll get something out of it.
MRS CUSTANCE frowns in sympathy, sucks her teeth. MR CUSTANCE 
goes towards door BACK.

MRS CUSTANCE: Has a wife and two kiddies.
MR CUSTANCE returns as an after-thought, kisses his wife from behind, 
in the angle between neck and shoulder. MRS CUSTANCE almost recoils, 
almost giggles.

MR CUSTANCE: What’s wrong?
MRS CUSTANCE: It tickled!

MR CUSTANCE continues out BACK. Strolls amongst his tomatoes. 
Begins to breathe again after the day.
(Calling without looking) I didn’t say it wasn’t nice, though! 
Finishes her work at table. Goes to dinette, to check. Brings additional 
crockery and cutlery from dresser.
I didn’t complain. Just that your chin was a bit rough. 
(Standing back, looking at dining table) You expect that at the 
end of the day. Specially in summer. (Laughs softly) It makes 
things grow.
MR CUSTANCE has grown contemplative amongst the tomatoes. Pinches 
out a shoot or two.
No letters. Not even a bill. I put my feet up and had a read. 
(Brings dish from oven.) Ought to feel bored. (Realising) Funny 
thing… I never was!
Sets hot dish on dining-table.
(Looking, calling) Ted, what are you doing out there?

MR CUSTANCE: Nothing.
MRS CUSTANCE: It’s ready. Tea!

MR CUSTANCE comes in.
Sometimes I think those blessed tomatoes will block the 
light completely.

MR CUSTANCE: They alter it. That’s all.
MRS CUSTANCE: Yes, it does alter. Green. Green, they say, is restful. 

As they sit down she takes his hand for a moment.
Aren’t you going to wash them, Ted? They’re stained.

MR CUSTANCE: A bit of clean green?
MRS CUSTANCE: Yes, I suppose it’s clean. (She serves) You haven’t 

got a bank teller’s hands.
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MR CUSTANCE: Didn’t ought to have been in a bank.
MRS CUSTANCE: You’re handy, of course. (Pauses) What would 

you be, Ted, if you weren’t with the bank?
MR CUSTANCE: I’ve forgotten.
MRS CUSTANCE: Are you ever bored?
MR CUSTANCE: What’s the use?
MRS CUSTANCE: That’s true. But I never am bored. (Pauses) I 

mean… I don’t have to make the effort not to be. (Pauses) 
Sometimes I wonder if it’s right to feel always happy.

MR CUSTANCE: Why not, while you’ve got it good?
MRS CUSTANCE: That’s so.
MR CUSTANCE: Next moment someone might toss you up 

against the Dingles’ fence. Like the fellow in the cream car.
He laughs, eats.

MRS CUSTANCE: (remembering, sucking her teeth) Oh, dear! There, 
you see, it’s not right to feel so happy… when that fellow 
with the wife and kiddies…
While he eats, she finnicks with her food.
We’re not selfish, are we?

MR CUSTANCE: What’s got into you? 
MRS CUSTANCE: Nothing.

They eat in silence.
(At last) Ted, I ought to tell you. I’ve got a plan.

MR CUSTANCE: (frowning, suspicious) What sort of plan?
MRS CUSTANCE: Well… (dainty work with fork)… it’s that Miss 

Docker.
MR CUSTANCE: That old ratbag!
MRS CUSTANCE: Somebody ought to do something about her. 

Such a cheery soul, Ted. Always so helpful.
MR CUSTANCE grunts.
And now she’s going to be turned out. Since old Miss Baskerville 
died. Since the niece decided to sell Lyme Regis.
MR CUSTANCE looks very sulky.
Miss Docker won’t have a roof.

MR CUSTANCE: What do you reckon on doing?
MRS CUSTANCE: (cautiously) Well… I’ll tell you. What I’d like to 

do is to ask Miss Docker to accept… (pausing, choosing words 
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with particular care)… to come and live in our little glassed-in 
veranda room. She could pay us back by helping with the 
chores. (Quickly) Not rigidly. I wouldn’t make a slave of her 
or anyone else.
MR CUSTANCE stirs tea, does things to his teeth with his tongue. Above 
all sceptical.

MR CUSTANCE: Yeah?
MRS CUSTANCE: She’d be free to come and go. And she’s in 

such demand—baby-sitting—mending—we’ll hardly notice 
she’s here.
MR CUSTANCE continues to stir his tea, too loud.
Poor soul! Nobody in Sarsaparilla ever did so much good.

MR CUSTANCE: Provided it’s not you who’s having a fly at doing 
good, I shouldn’t worry all that much.

MRS CUSTANCE: Oh, Ted! (Pause, then slowly) You’ve got to justify 
yourself in some way. You can’t just take, take, without you 
show a little gratitude.

MR CUSTANCE: (getting out his pipe, moving away from table) Here, are 
you sick?

MRS CUSTANCE: You know I’m never sick. But I’m getting on 
for forty-seven.

MR CUSTANCE: Insurance, eh?
Fills his pipe, amused and stolid.

MRS CUSTANCE: (passing it off) It would have been different if 
we’d had some kids. I wonder if people ever think we didn’t 
because we couldn’t be bothered? That’d be awful!

MR CUSTANCE: Want us to go around with a placard: VICTIMS 
OF THE ABSENT-MINDED SURGEON?

MRS CUSTANCE: Ah, Ted! We’ve been through all that before. 
It wasn’t his fault. I was on the wrong trolley.

MR CUSTANCE: (lighting his pipe) We could have sued.
MRS CUSTANCE: Wouldn’t have been decent. And the reporters. 

Imagine the reporters!
She starts to clear away. He smokes stolidly.

MR CUSTANCE: (suddenly) When do you think of asking her?
MRS CUSTANCE: Asking…? Oh, Ted… you mean… then, we 

can tell poor Miss Docker? As a matter of fact, I was going 
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to suggest to her that she moves in on Thursday.
MR CUSTANCE shrugs. Strolls towards veranda.
(Bustling cheerfully) Only I wanted to tell you first. (Pausing, 
almost apprehensive at the thought) Of course we mustn’t expect 
our lives to remain unchanged… 
MR CUSTANCE hunches his shoulders.

MR CUSTANCE: She may be a tippler. One of the wardrobe jobs. 
MRS CUSTANCE: I tell you she’s the soul of goodness. (Scraping 

plates) Oh dear, I’m quite excited! At last we’re doing 
something! 

MR CUSTANCE: Has your life been all that empty?
He moves OFF, BACK, R., into what is the veranda room. 

MRS CUSTANCE: What a thing to ask!
MR CUSTANCE: (OFF) You asked for it!

MRS CUSTANCE pauses, with a particularly cautious air.
MRS CUSTANCE: I told you I’m happy. Too happy. And I never 

seem to… thank anybody for it. (Embarrassed) People like 
us live such quiet lives we’re not in the habit of doing and 
saying. But we’re not vegetables. Not in the eyes of God!
She becomes more embarrassed, even angry. Busies herself with work.
There, you see! That’s what I feel. Even if you don’t like 
it. (Pause) I wonder if Miss Docker’s a one for puddings. 
(Pause) What are you doing, Ted?
No answer. MRS CUSTANCE goes BACK, looks through the door of the 
veranda room.
Ted?
MR CUSTANCE emerges. Shoulders her back.

MR CUSTANCE: Having a look to see whether I could put up 
some sort of shelf. Stick her old books on.

MRS CUSTANCE: (terribly grateful) Then you’re not selfish! 
He pushes past her.

MR CUSTANCE: (embarrassed) Oh yes, am! When you’ve got to be!
MRS CUSTANCE: But supposing she doesn’t read? At least I’ve 

seen her sitting with a book. And then I expect she’s inherited 
a few. She’ll like to have them about.
MR CUSTANCE grunts. MRS CUSTANCE goes to him quickly, takes his 
hand.
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Thank you, Ted. You were always clever with your hands. 
Always doing something. (Examining his hand as if for first time) 
How rough they are! I wonder they can count out the notes.

MR CUSTANCE: (dragging away his hand) Want me to sleep in gloves, 
eh? Like the film actresses do.

MRS CUSTANCE: (very quietly) I wouldn’t want you altered. Not a 
bit of you.
He flicks at her ear. Then kisses her with an unexpected display of passion. 
She would like to enjoy and return it, but restrains herself.
(Rather weakly, then extricating) There’s the… washing-up. 
(She goes to the sink.)

MR CUSTANCE: (sighing, stroking his nose) Yairs.
He takes towel and follows.

MRS CUSTANCE: Better get it over. Then we can sit and enjoy 
the peaceful evening.
Together they wash and wipe.
This is the time of day I enjoy most. When you’ve come. When 
the light begins to fade the other side of the tomato plants.

MR CUSTANCE: Doesn’t seem to cost any effort.
MRS CUSTANCE: When you’re together it’s so peaceful. People 

were meant to go in pairs.

SCENE FADES.
While STAGE IS IN DARKNESS a car is heard approaching, very loud and 
menacing, then pulling up. Loud blast on the horn. Then MISS DOCKER’S 
VOICE.

MISS DOCKER: (OFF, L.) You’ll think I’m acting bold, tooting 
your horn like that. But to me it’s friendly. Let’s them know 
you’ve arrived.

HIRE CAR MAN: (OFF) You’ve arrived all right!
LIGHTS ON SAME SCENE as before, bit earlier in the afternoon, the 
following Thursday. Empty stage.

MISS DOCKER: (OFF) Isn’t it lovely to be amongst friends! What 
would we do without them? (Pause) Neat place they’ve got. 
(Pause) As a matter of personal taste, I’d have painted it 
cream and green.
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ENTER MRS CUSTANCE very hurried and breathless, R., from front of 
house. Rushes towards door, L. Hesitates, and gets into position from which 
she can take an unobserved, long-range peep. 
(OFF, to HIRE CAR MAN) Here! Help yourself to a lolly. 
Don’t tell me there’s a man hasn’t got a sweet tooth.

ENTER MISS DOCKER, L., followed by HIRE CAR MAN. He is a big, jolly 
type in tight blue shiny suit. Young. Will laugh a lot, but not know what to say. He 
is carrying an enormous heavy port, and an old-fashioned luggage basket with a 
strap round it. MISS DOCKER is about 60. Although not particularly large, 
she gives the impression of being over lifesize. She is dressed up. Beige powder 
and plenty of purple lipstick. Probably a dark brown woman underneath. She 
is carrying: a hat in a paper container; a dress-box tied with string; a transistor 
(silent); and the open paper-bag from which she has offered the lolly.

MRS CUSTANCE hesitates to approach and welcome MISS DOCKER.
MISS DOCKER: (looking around, ignoring MRS CUSTANCE) Ah dear, 

it’s lovely! Must catch the morning sun.
HIRE CAR MAN: (dumping luggage) There’s yer stuff, then.
MISS DOCKER: (absently, glancing over her shoulder) Cheeri-bye… 

Fred, isn’t it? See you later.
HIRE CAR MAN EXIT L., and is heard driving away.
(Now ready for MRS CUSTANCE) You’re looking peaky, aren’t 
you? What’ve you been up to?

MRS CUSTANCE: (shocked and embarrassed) Me? 
MISS DOCKER: Who else? Fisher’s Ghost?

MISS DOCKER shrieks.
(Nudging MRS CUSTANCE with her elbow) It’s me sense of 
humour. You and I’ll have a laugh together. Oh, not all 
laugh. Wait till I get me sleeves rolled up. I was never one to 
avoid showing gratitude.
She begins to walk around, humming.

MRS CUSTANCE: (tentatively) I do hope, Miss Docker, you’ll be 
able to feel this is your home.

MISS DOCKER: (continuing her inspection) Don’t worry about me. I 
can always feel at home. You’ve got to! (Peering through door R.) 
Don’t some people have the luck!

MRS CUSTANCE: (proud, though ashamed) There are still things we 
have to do.
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MISS DOCKER: It all takes time.
MRS CUSTANCE: Ted does it at weekends. He’s a real handy 

man. 
MISS DOCKER turns away from door.

MISS DOCKER: Well, I was never a nuisance to anyone. I’ll take 
what’s offered, whether garage, or shed.

MRS CUSTANCE: (hurt) Oh! Surely you understood you were to 
have the little glassed-in veranda room?

MISS DOCKER: (moody) If that was agreed, then.
MRS CUSTANCE: Oh, yes, yes! It was agreed.

Noise of a motor vehicle approaching.
MISS DOCKER: (listening) One thing I didn’t mention, dear… 

Or did I? There’s a few sticks—all my wordly goods— 
unimportant—but it’s what you’ve got, isn’t it?—What you 
love.

MRS CUSTANCE: Oh, yes, what you love!
MISS DOCKER: A rocker that’s just about part of my own body. 

A chest… real mahogany… Can stand outside somewhere. 
Of no value except to me.
Noise of vehicle pulling up L.

MRS CUSTANCE: Oh, we’ll find room for them!
MISS DOCKER: Provided they’re inspected regular for white 

ant… (Peering out, L.) Why, I believe it’s the little van I made 
the arrangement with. Yes, it’s the little van already.

MRS CUSTANCE: Wouldn’t you like to see the room?
MISS DOCKER: Yes. We ought to get that over. I mean, we can 

enjoy a yarn then.
MRS CUSTANCE picks up the port and basket. Staggers with them to 
veranda, and EXIT R. into room. MISS DOCKER follows. 

MRS CUSTANCE: (OFF) There, you see, it’s small, but nice. 
MISS DOCKER: (peering in, gloomily) Nice and airy.

RE-ENTER MRS CUSTANCE to veranda.
MRS CUSTANCE: Oh yes, it’s airy!

EXIT MISS DOCKER into room. MRS CUSTANCE remains visible on 
veranda, watching MISS DOCKER’s operations inside.

MISS DOCKER: (OFF) Is the bed hard?
MRS CUSTANCE: I hope not!
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MISS DOCKER: (OFF) I like a hard bed. I mean, it’s healthier 
and all that. That’s obvious, isn’t it? But it helps remind 
you…

MRS CUSTANCE: (her doubts ascending) Mmmmmmm…?
A FURNITURE REMOVAL MAN appears L. with a big old rocker.

FURNITURE REMOVAL MAN: (to MRS CUSTANCE) Mrs Custance’s 
place? (As she nods) Miss Docker’s rocker.
He places rocker CENTRE. Starts it rocking violently. EXIT FURNITURE 
REMOVAL MAN.

MISS DOCKER: (OFF) I mean, you’ve got to study the ethical side 
of life. Otherwise you’d be no more than animal.

MRS CUSTANCE: (sadly, staring at the rocker) I don’t think 
Mr Custance would ever stand for a hard bed.

MISS DOCKER: (OFF) Don’t tell me the rooster rules the roost!
Noise in the veranda room, as though MISS DOCKER is slamming the door 
of a bedside table, and opening and closing drawers. 

MRS CUSTANCE: He’s my husband.
MISS DOCKER: (OFF) Bet he crows, though! (Shrieks with laughter) 

Never been able to make up me mind about husbands. 
Though I can’t say I’m not partial to the men. (Sound of 
squeaky furniture in veranda room) Look at this ricketty little 
thing! We’ll put a chock under that. Or perhaps we’ll put 
it out altogether.

MRS CUSTANCE: (glancing in) That was my mother’s pot-stand. 
MISS DOCKER: (OFF) Well, now don’t think I have anything 

against your poor mother. Nor against her pot, neether. 
It’s just that I’m practical.

MRS CUSTANCE: (regretfully) Perhaps it is a silly little thing.
MISS DOCKER: We’ll call it dainty if you’d rather… out of 

respect for poor Mum… 
MISS DOCKER’S behind appears momentarily through doorway of 
veranda-room, as though she is stooping.
TWO FURNITURE REMOVAL MEN appear L., staggering awkwardly 
as they carry a tallboy.

FIRST FURNITURE REMOVAL MAN: Miss Docker’s tallboy. 
MRS CUSTANCE: Tallboy? I thought it was going to be a 

chest!
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RE-ENTER MISS DOCKER. She has left the things she was carrying, and 
discarded her coat, but is still wearing a hat.

MISS DOCKER: But a tallboy’s a sort of chest, isn’t it?
MRS CUSTANCE: (reluctantly) I suppose it is… a sort of chest. 
MISS DOCKER: No one could object to the tallboy, at least in 

my own room. There’s not that much furniture. In fact, it’s 
fairly bare. You men will move the tallboy in, won’t you?
She motions them towards veranda.
(As men manoeuvre into veranda-room) Easy does it, boys! Bet 
you men can put away the steak. Strong-looking fellows, 
aren’t they?
EXIT MEN into veranda-room, followed by MISS DOCKER.
(OFF) There! Right here, Jack. Snug little room, isn’t it? 
Good job I’ve got me corsets on! (Shrieks with laughter).
MRS CUSTANCE watches dubiously from veranda.

MRS CUSTANCE: Oh, but Miss Docker, don’t you see, it’ll be 
standing in front of the louvres!

MISS DOCKER: (OFF, gloom descending) You can’t have it all ways. 
MRS CUSTANCE: You won’t get any air.
MISS DOCKER: (OFF) If Mrs Custance knows, she knows. We’ll 

give it an extra shove.
Brief sound of splintering wood. FURNITURE MEN come backing out. 
EXIT very impersonally R.
(OFF) What’s that?
MRS CUSTANCE darts suddenly OFF into veranda-room. 

MRS CUSTANCE: (OFF) Nothing really.
RE-ENTER MRS CUSTANCE. She is carrying some pieces of wood with 
an air of tenderness.
(Upset) Nothing of importance. Just a little bookshelf.
RE-ENTER MISS DOCKER hatless.

MISS DOCKER: I’m sorry. But accidents will always happen. 
MRS CUSTANCE drops the wood reluctantly into dustbin.
(Cheerfully, reviving her hair) Anyhow, I’ve arrived!
Sound of van driving away.
And here’s me old rocker. (Goes to it) You could say: Here’s 
Me! (Looks around) We’ll put this out on the veranda, where I 
expect we’ll often sit and yarn. (Carries chair BACK to veranda) 
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A lady left me this when she died. (Puts chair in position C.) Yes. 
(Sits) Aren’t we lucky?
MISS DOCKER rocking, MRS CUSTANCE watching her amazed.

SCENE FADES.
SAME SCENE. Same evening a little later. MRS CUSTANCE standing 
at kitchen table preparing a dish. Loud strains of vibrant humming  
OFF R.

MRS CUSTANCE: (slightly irritated, calling) Don’t you think you 
ought to settle down?

MISS DOCKER: (OFF) I am settling down.
ENTER MISS DOCKER R., looking rather gloomy.
Everybody has their own methods.

MRS CUSTANCE: You’re all right, are you? Not depressed?
MISS DOCKER: I was having a look to see what luck other people 

have.
MRS CUSTANCE: (abashed) I never thought of it as ostentatious.
MISS DOCKER: It’s what you’re used to. (Snapping out of it) 

Look here, I’m not like this! Everyone’ll tell you I’m the 
cheerfulest person. Normally. But there are moments in 
life which aren’t normal… when you’re dislocated, so to 
speak. Won’t you agree?

MRS CUSTANCE: (feebly) Yes.
She continues with her work. MISS DOCKER comes and stands over her.

MISS DOCKER: (observing) Macaroni cheese. Remind me to tell 
you of a trick I learned with that.

MRS CUSTANCE: Yes. I’ll remind you.
MISS DOCKER: And a nice piece of rump. Tender, I bet. Good 

and thick.
MRS CUSTANCE: That’s for my husband. After a hard day’s 

work, I consider a man needs meat.
MISS DOCKER throws back her head and laughs.

MISS DOCKER: I’ll say!
MRS CUSTANCE: (embarrassed) I mean… they burn more fuel 

than us.
MISS DOCKER roams around.
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MISS DOCKER: (sighing) Ah, the men! One day I’m going to 
tell you all about the men in my life. There’s some won’t 
believe, but I’m not forcing anybody to accept the truth. 
It’s like religious faith. Take it or leave it, I say. (Sighing again) 
Yes, the men! (Gazes out of window above sink.) Would that be 
a hydrangea? That staggy, sickly thing over by your rotary 
clothes-line?
MRS CUSTANCE goes to look.

MRS CUSTANCE: (apologetic) Yes. 
MISS DOCKER: (disapproving) I bet you didn’t prune in July—

leaving two pair of eyes—like we’re told.
MRS CUSTANCE: I never prune it.
MISS DOCKER: What? You’re not one of those who’re afraid to 

prune?
MRS CUSTANCE: It’s useful for drying things on. When they 

overflow from the line.
MISS DOCKER: But that’s not a hydrangea’s purpose.

Seems depressed again. Roams and hums.
(Humming) Hy-der-range-y

hy-der-range-y
hy-der-range-y-er!

MRS CUSTANCE almost collides with MISS DOCKER mid-stage as she 
goes to put macaroni-cheese in oven.
Whatever will you think of me? No one can say I’m helpless. 
Here, give us a towel!
She takes one herself. Slings a couple of plates about at sink. MRS 
CUSTANCE continues with other work.
Cheerful’s in my horoscope. What are you?

MRS CUSTANCE: (absent) Ohhh… Virgo, I believe.
MISS DOCKER: Virgo? That’s bad! A Virgo’s always put 

upon. 
MRS CUSTANCE does not reply. Continues absent and busy. 
(Losing interest in dishes) Where does the tea live?

MRS CUSTANCE: (exasperated) But it’s far too late and still too 
early. 
MISS DOCKER finds canister and pot on dresser.

MISS DOCKER: (sententiously) It’s never too early for a cuppa tea. 
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Fills pot, spilling dry tea copiously.
No one is installed till after their first cuppa tea. (Fills pot 
from kettle on stove) That’s as clear as charity. And warmer too. 
Spills plenty of sugar as she helps herself at dresser.

MRS CUSTANCE: (sharp for her) Charity’s often not as bad as she’s 
supposed to be. (Pause) I’m glad you’re making yourself 
comfortable, Miss Docker.
MISS DOCKER brings her cup of tea down FORWARD as 
MR CUSTANCE ENTERS L. carrying hat and evening paper.

MISS DOCKER: Well! Here he is! (To MR CUSTANCE) And this 
is Me!

MRS CUSTANCE: (desperate) Yes. This is Miss Docker, Ted.
He looks quite frightened, nods, walks past in a round-about way, lifting up 
his feet as he crunches over spilt tea and sugar.

MISS DOCKER: That’s a little bit of spilt tea and sugar that I’ll 
sweep up when I’m feeling more relaxed.
EXIT MR CUSTANCE R. as quickly as possible.
Yours Truly won’t deny it makes all the difference having a 
man in the house. (She sits on sofa.)
(Singing) ‘Where skies are blue,

And hearts are true…’
Wouldn’t know I had a voice. Only amateur, of course. 
Chorus work. But there has to be a chorus too.
MRS CUSTANCE continues with her work.
Ever done any acting?

MRS CUSTANCE: I couldn’t act.
MISS DOCKER: ’Ts easy. You’ve just got to be yourself. That’s 

the secret.
MRS CUSTANCE: Provided you know what you are.
MISS DOCKER: Eh? Who’s going to know if you don’t 

yourself? 
MRS CUSTANCE does not answer. Takes cutlery from dresser. 
Here! (Gets up) Allow me! 
Takes cutlery from MRS CUSTANCE. 
Tea in the dinette, I presume, when we’re ong fameel.

MRS CUSTANCE: (with an effort) That’s it!
MISS DOCKER lays and hums. MRS CUSTANCE switches light on. 
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MISS DOCKER: (squinting in disapproval at light) I say, do you people 
really go for these hard lights?

MRS CUSTANCE: (exasperated) We have nothing to hide.
MISS DOCKER: Now! Now! Sharp tongues give unkind answers.

MISS DOCKER and MRS CUSTANCE exchange hard glances for a 
moment.
Besides, do you think I’m the kind of person to hide things? 

MRS CUSTANCE: No! No! Not for a moment!
She goes desperately to stove, inspects oven and hot-plate.

MISS DOCKER: I was always frank in everything.
MRS CUSTANCE goes to door R.

MRS CUSTANCE: (calling, making it sound an awful confession) Tea is 
ready, Ted.
Returns to stove for macaroni-cheese.

MISS DOCKER: In fact, I’m going to admit you and me just had 
words, and I’m sorry for it.
MRS CUSTANCE places dish on table.

MRS CUSTANCE: (standing with head bowed, as though about to say grace) 
When I was a little girl I hated macaroni-cheese. Then I 
found I’d got used to it. Or I just didn’t care.
MISS DOCKER flops down at table.

MISS DOCKER: (sighing) There’s a lot you’ve got to get used to. 
ENTER MR CUSTANCE R. Walks straight to his place at table. Sits.
(Extra loud and hearty) Ha! The master at his own board!
MR CUSTANCE manages not to wince. Does not answer. 
MISS DOCKER serves bread in great hunks. MRS CUSTANCE brings 
steak for MR CUSTANCE.
Whenever I cut into a loaf of bread it makes me thankful. It 
makes me feel how much we’ve got.
She chews a big, virtuous lump of it. MRS CUSTANCE hands her a plate 
of macaroni cheese.
(Protesting through mouthful of bread) Not all that much. Just a 
teeny weeny bit for me!

MRS CUSTANCE: Don’t you like it?
MISS DOCKER: God gave me bread.
MRS CUSTANCE: And macaroni-cheese.
MISS DOCKER: You see, I have to resist gluttony. Oh yes, you 
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wouldn’t believe. There was never such a glutton, and worst 
of all for meat.
She eyes MR CUSTANCE as he eats his steak. Receives back her reduced 
helping of macaroni. Continues staring at MR CUSTANCE.
Is it tender, Mr Custance?
MR CUSTANCE grunts but does not answer.
Not very talkative, is he?

MRS CUSTANCE: Some people aren’t. (Almost tenderly to her husband) 
Ted, dear, you haven’t got your mustard!
She is about to fetch it.

MR CUSTANCE: (shaking his head, eating quickly) No, no. Doesn’t 
matter.

MISS DOCKER: Well, it takes all kinds. Personally, I like a good 
discussion, amongst friends, on a metaphysical theme.

MRS CUSTANCE: (apologetic) We’re inclined to be book-worms. 
MISS DOCKER: Oh, I’m not above having a read! A lady lent 

me the Tanglewood Tales. Once I read the Bible from cover to 
cover. That was when I was at the end of me tether. A whole 
fortnight it took me. I lay in bed, and read, and read. It 
was raining cats and dogs. Never stopped. Before that I was 
pagan. But suddenly I saw. 

MR CUSTANCE: (fiercely, glaring at her) What did you see?
MISS DOCKER: Don’t be silly! You can’t say what you see. But 

see. See?
MR CUSTANCE tries to outstare her.
He’s like somebody, isn’t he? Now, who is it? Somebody in 
a moustache. Somebody historical.
MR CUSTANCE pushes his plate away. MRS CUSTANCE takes it 
quickly.

MRS CUSTANCE: (soothing, for him alone) There’s your Lemon 
Delicious, dear.

MISS DOCKER: (to MR CUSTANCE) You know what’s the matter 
with you, don’t you?
He doesn’t answer. Messes about with his pudding.
(Hunching her shoulders, lowering her eyelids) Your posture is all 
wrong. And posture is nine-tenths. According to Indian 
philosophy. Mind you, there’s a lot of that isn’t altogether 
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healthy, but you can pick up a wrinkle here and there. 
Now posture… Remind me to show you, some other time. 
(Pauses) I’ve got to be without me corsets. 
MISS DOCKER nearly bursts. MR CUSTANCE gets up, goes out 
BACK looking rather tense.
Moody type.

MRS CUSTANCE: Ted is the most even-tempered of men. 
(Controlling herself, but speaking coldly) Here is your Lemon 
Delicious, Miss Docker.

MISS DOCKER: When you only want to help a person. When 
there are so many people waiting to be helped. So much 
love waiting to be poured out on those who are unwilling 
to accept it. The world would be a wonderful place… 
MRS CUSTANCE has gone to the sink. Measures something into a glass 
of water.
(Watching) Not sick, are you?

MRS CUSTANCE: I’m taking a little bi-carb. (Drinking) Just so 
much as will fit on a sixpence. (Turns to the sink)

MISS DOCKER: So long as you’re not sick. Though you wouldn’t 
want for a nurse. (Brightening, as a thought enters her mind) By 
the way, guess what I’m doing tomorrow. I’m going up to 
the butcher’s to buy a couple of mutton shanks.

MRS CUSTANCE: (incensed) You’ll have no need to buy food in 
this house!

MISS DOCKER: It’s that Mrs Apps. Pernicious anaemia! If 
you ask me she’s starved for love. Well, I’m going to make  
Mrs Apps a basinful of broth.

MRS CUSTANCE: (genuinely impressed, though at the same time 
humouring a child) I think that’s a wonderful idea, Miss 
Docker.

MISS DOCKER: (smiling, childlike) Eh? (Growing serious) There are 
so many professing Christians… Mind you, I think a lot 
of things just don’t cross their poor minds. (Her voice rising 
almost hysterically to a note of desperation) But you can’t leave 
people to starve. Can you? Now, can you?
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SCENE FADES.

LIGHTS UP. Same scene. Night. MR CUSTANCE is lying back in a corner 
of the sofa, R. MRS CUSTANCE is in much the same position, resting 
against his chest. Marriage has obviously left them very much in love.

MRS CUSTANCE: But you’ve got to admit, Ted, Miss Docker is 
a dedicated soul.

MR CUSTANCE: Dedicated, my foot! The soul of a bulldozer, 
and we’re the ants!

MRS CUSTANCE: Perhaps we’re the ones who are to blame.
MR CUSTANCE: (mimicking woman’s voice) She’s so helpful, so 

good!
MRS CUSTANCE: We mustn’t just put up with her. We must 

learn to love her. Then it will be different. (Wondering) Or 
perhaps we don’t understand love.

MR CUSTANCE: (chuckling, then with a kind of gruff tenderness)
Thought we did!

MRS CUSTANCE: (laughing, equally tender) Of course we do! (Again 
anxious) Only… there are the different kinds.

MR CUSTANCE: (sighing) Ah yes, there’s the different kinds. 
MRS CUSTANCE: We’ve got to learn.
MR CUSTANCE: Anyway, we’ll try!
MRS CUSTANCE: (blissfully) Listen!
MR CUSTANCE: What?
MRS CUSTANCE: So peaceful. When I lie and listen to the frogs 

croaking like that after rain, it’s as if we were alone on an 
island. Our island.

MR CUSTANCE: Are you serious?
MRS CUSTANCE: Oh, I know! But she’s gone to bed now. She’s 

asleep.
MR CUSTANCE: Even when she’s asleep, you can seem to hear 

her rubbing against the wall.
MRS CUSTANCE: Don’t, Ted! That isn’t what I want to hear.
MR CUSTANCE: Sometimes when we’re in bed I could swear 

we’ve got a third person with us… 
A stream of radio music is turned up from the veranda-room. The 
CUSTANCES listen, horrified.
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